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SMC Board Face to Face Meeting       
Sept 21st, 2018   9:30 am MDT, Building A 

AGENDA and Meeting Notes 
 
ON-SITE:  Conference Room, Building A 
 
Roll Call:  Mike Mitchell,, Kirk Samsel, Greer Fox; Chris Madigan and Kristin Ericson were 
unable to attend.  Chris called in 1-2 pm. 
SMC:  Merc Mercatoris 
MMM:  Steve Frischmann, Stan Stokes 

 
AGENDA 

Mike opened meeting with welcome to Merc Mercatoris, who was invited to sit in on the 
meeting to orient him to SMC matters and Board/MM.  Mike noted a reorder of agenda to 
allow Chris to participate in Item 3, discussion of the Strategic Plan.  Board was amenable. 
 

1. Approval of notes from previous meetings (22nd Aug 2018).   
Approved; Agenda and Notes will be posted to Owners Page of Website. 

2. Finance Update 
a. Aging summary – any issues?  Fourth quarter overdue notices were sent to five 

owners; one has paid.  Overdue notice also sent to one owner with 2nd quarter 
unpaid.  As per standard procedure, Mike will contact Paul Taddune to send letter 
ordering a “for cause” hearing with Board. 

b. 2017-8 Budget status – any issues? Kirk asked whether MMM’s online payment 
portal includes late fees in the “pay balance” figure.  MMM will confirm that the 
portal balance does in fact include late fees.   

c. 2018-9 Budget 
i. Any changes needed to the August 2018 draft? Board reaffirmed the 

previously approved small increase (2.9%) in operating assessment for FY19 
and the continuation of Year 3 increase of 15% in the capital reserve/major 
maintenance assessment.  Stan reminded Board that the operating budget 
increase was prudent and is to cover the anticipated increase in utility costs 
and insurance, noting that both increased this year but were able to be 
absorbed into operating this year because of unbudgeted savings in contract 
services and snowmelt costs (low snow year).  Stan cautioned that that would 
not always be the case. 

ii. Capital items for 2018-9 
1. New Aspen trees behind upper buildings – status? (AL 187)  Steve 

reported that trees are in, drip lines are running water to them.   
2. Planter boxes for stairwells – include in 2018-9 capital? (AL 241)  Yes; 

Board approved expanding program to include all buildings.  Greer 
recommended deeper liners inside and liner pans under planters based 
on the pilot with a planter in the J Building late in the summer. 

3. New LED lights for stairwells – include in 2018-9 capital? (AL 242)  Kirk 
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brought two models for Board to see; he and Steve strongly 
recommended the small black box light for stairwells and decks/patios.  
Both models have been installed in stairwell near H1 and H2 and on H2 
patio.  Board agreed to approve provisionally the purchase of 7 
additional lights for a pilot project in the H stairwell after chance to 
inspect lights after dark that evening to assess whether light is 
sufficient in each area.  Box lights were about half the cost of existing 
stairwell lights. UPDATE:  After inspection, Mike, Greer, and Kirk 
agreed that small box lights should be pursued.  Lighting on patio was 
surprisingly good for so small a fixture. 

4. Other capital to add for 2018-9?  No. 
iii. Approval of 2018-9 budget. Yes. 

3. Strategic Plan (discussion of 3 and 4 and 5a delayed until 1 pm) 
a. Review/discussion of Owner Feedback (by investment topic)  

 With Chris present via phone, the Board discussed feedback from owners as 
follows:  each survey item was examined in detail, looking for patterns in the 
responses of owners and the picture/s that emerged from owner comments.  
Owners recognized necessity of roofs, windows and doors, pool replacement, and 
lighting upgrades with differing opinions as to when each is needed.  Owner 
responses split 50/50 on the matter of recladding the exterior of the buildings as 
an upgrade; several owner comments mentioned paint as a preference (The Board 
will develop ideas for paint schemes over the next year, since repainting will be 
needed if the buildings are not to beclad in the foreseeable future).  Responses to 
the Conference Room/Office remodel indicated that Owners were not in favor of 
the remodel plans as proposed by the Board, but Owner comments suggested that 
a more modest remodel at a lower cost may be acceptable to owners. Owners 
emphatically rejected all of the proposed options for the land above the upper 
buildings. As for financing options, Owners were split among the suggested 
options, but Owner comments indicated that they would prefer that the Board 
accumulate funds through regular major maintenance assessments rather than 
rely on “one-off” Special Assessments.    

b. What next? 
i. Do we produce an actual “Strategic Plan”, based on the feedback?   

Not exactly. See below. 
ii. Content?  (i.e. key elements and timing for capital investment?)     

                             Yes, plus financing preferences. 
c. Next Steps 

The current effort was designed to inform owners about potential future 
investments and projected timeframes and get their reactions and preferences 
in such a way as to allow future boards to plan investments most effectively for 
the benefit of the HOA.  Mike will write an overall summary of the results with 
projected timelines for each component, based on the feedback received.  This 
document, and the results of the survey, will be shared with Owners and 
provide a “roadmap” for future Boards as they consider capital expenditure 
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over the next 5-10 years and beyond.  As for a specific “Strategic Plan” 
governing capital investments, the Board noted that it is likely that, for several 
items projected in the future, the timing would depend on the effectiveness of 
ongoing maintenance of existing elements of the property.  In addition, there 
will be new materials that would merit consideration; and they concluded that 
a more specific plan covering all the possible investments would be 
unnecessary at present.   

4. Annual Owners Meeting  
a. Proposed content of Strategic Plan feedback to the AOM meeting attendees. 

See 3c. Mike will go over the above summary at the meeting.  A more polished 
summary, along with the Discussion Document and Survey Results, will be put 
together in a file to be uploaded to the Owners website. 

b.  Any other business/questions to be addressed at the meeting? A perennial topic is 
units with multiple cars trying to park in limited spaces; a real estate update noting the 
recent high turnover and whether there is a shift from hot beds to full-time residents 
were both discussed as potential questions. Greer noted that only 3 Board members 
will be sitting at the table and that gives opportunity to address the demands of Board 
service re time and availability. Steve will address first two; Mike will note third issue. 

5. Information for Realtors (see Mike’s email of 7-16-18) (AL 238) 
a. Discussion of proposal – do we agree to make some information available through a 

page “open to realtors” on the website?  Yes. 
b. What information do we/don’t we provide? See below. 
c. Any other comments? 
d. Next steps 

Mike noted this issue emerged from a direct contact to him from realtor about 
what info an HOA must provide to selling owner, as per CCIOA and other 
contractual obligations.  Board had said earlier that selling owner could/should 
provide needed documents. Having selling owner act as conduit has proved 
cumbersome; and Steve observed that, as the default position, he spends quite 
a lot of time answering questions from realtors.  Board is reluctant to give 
unlimited access to contents of owners page to all realtors.  So, a suggested 
solution is for Steve to set up a password-limited section of website for realtors 
that contains a “standard package of information” required by realtors and to 
give pw only to realtors currently representing a selling owner.  However, as 
Kirk noted, once out there the pw will likely be shared among all realtors.  The 
Board went through the content of a “Standard package” as proposed by the 
initiating realtor and agreed on the content the Board was willing to make 
available.  Mike will reply to the initiating realtor and Steve/Mike will create 
the realtor web page containing this agreed content.  

  6.  I6 Remodel (AL 254) 
a. Location of dryer vent   
b. Approval  

Board agreed to inspect potential sites after meeting (DONE).  Steve would 
communicate Board decision to new owner of I6 (DONE). 
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7.  Proposed New Owners Welcome letter from Steve (AL 247) 
a. Comments?   
b. Approved? 

Board thanked Steve for developing the letter, which covers many items/SMC 
procedures that have cropped up this year as problems with new owners 
unaware of them (eg, unapproved remodels, lack of awareness of remodel date 
restrictions, parking, etc.).  After thorough discussion, Board approved the 
letter.  Any edits should be forwarded ASAP to Steve.  Letter will also be posted 
to owner website and appended as FYI to next newsletter. 

 8.  Security of Master keys for SMC (AL 246) 
a. Review of MMM proposal.   
MM was asked to develop a key control plan for master keys that permit entry to 
all units. MMM has numbered all 7 SMC master keys and knows which key has 
been assigned to each of 6 employees with master keys.  Steve has 2 masters.  
Masters are turned in to MMM when an employee leaves the firm.  Board asked 
that “do not duplicate” be stamped onto each key, even though it is often breached 
in practice.  Greer asked that periodic key checks be made to ensure that keys were 
where they were supposed to be and reminded MMM that long-term SMC owners 
are gun shy on this matter because of inappropriate entry and use of units by 
employees of earlier management companies. Merc concurred, having experienced 
such a breach at his unit. 

9. Rules and Regulations Revisions 
a.  Charges for conference room (AL 251) 

The Board had agreed by email that the current verbiage in the R&R needs to 
be revised.  New verbiage is needed (Mike/Steve to propose revised wording) 

b.  Master Key/Pass Key (AL 246) 
Revised wording has been circulated by Steve (9-12-18 email) 

c.  Other? 
No other updates required 

d.  Timing of update? 
Mike asked Board to review new language and be ready to vote to approve or 
not at November telecon.  Once any changes are approved and added to Rules 
and Regulations, they will be posted to website.  Also, Rules Primer in each unit 
should be updated for Winter season, and the code number for the firewood 
shed should be changed.  

10.  Garage light replacement (some are beginning to fail) (AL 253) 
a.  Selection of fittings 
b.  As needed or wholesale replacement? 
c.   Timing? 
Board and MM agreed that new fixtures are needed.  Style, features need to be 
determined. Kirk will look into new fixtures for garage lights.  Discussion postponed 
until more information is available. 

11.  SMC Standardized Procedures for addressing recurring topics – review and feedback 
a.  SMC process for towing vehicles (AL 226) 
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b.  SMC protocol for payments in arrears (AL 240) 
c.  ESA and Service animal Protocol (AL 249) 
d.  Mail only ballot procedure 

Background:  Board has attempted to standardize its responses to recurring 
issues but nowhere were these responses codified.  Mike did so, and the 
resulting documents need to be reviewed and approved by the Board.  
Action:  Board was asked to forward comments, edits to Mike by October 15.  
Discussion, approval at November telecon.   

12.  Review of Action List items not covered above 
Replacement patio chairs – have they arrived? (AL 134).  Yes.  Installed in D4, at pool. 
a.  Pull up bar in gym – installed? (AL 205) Ordered, not yet delivered. 
b.  Weather stripping repairs – all buildings done now? (AL 216) Done.  Steve is about 
½-way around complex with repairs to crank window components (arms, cranks, 
spindles, etc.) 
c.   Replacement fabric for patio chairs – received? (AL 227) Yes. 
d.  B2 dog barking – has recent training solved the problem? (AL 229) Yes. 
e. B2 Service animal request – closed? (AL 230) Yes.  
f. B1, E2 remodeling plans – timing and notification to Owners? (AL 232, 234)  Yes, 

plus to I6.  Notification of approvals to all owners (a Board responsibility) was 
overlooked re the B1 and E2 remodels, leading to a complaint from E1.  Steve will 
remedy this asap. 

g. Spa jumping – anything else we can do to stop this?  (AL 237)  Motion-activated, 
overhead lights on timer (10 pm-8 am) plus CC cameras have been installed in spa 
area.  More aggressive responses, such as “discouragers” on top of pool fence, are 
possible, but the Board decided not to take any further action at present.   

h. A3 request for reimbursement of medical deductable – closed?  (AL 239) 
Not clear at this time.  In addition to replying by letter, Stan has explained the 
Board/MMM position in person to the Owner. 

i. L1 window – replaced? (AL 250)  Downpayment has been sent; waiting delivery, 
installation.  (Replacement needed because of seal failure.) 

j. Proposal to offer Owners accounts held by SMC to pay for potential future capital 
assessments – discussion (AL 252)  Board agreed to hold item open until discussion 
at HOA meeting re. financing options. 

13.  Board-sponsored “Meet and Greets” 
a. Turnover in ownership leaves Board without easy mechanism for getting to know 
new owners 
b.  Owners may want/need informal access to Board members to discuss Strategic Plan 
c.  Regular Coffee hour and/or weekly or monthly wine and cheese during ski and 
summer seasons? 
  Board is amenable to hosting such events but frequency is an issue.  Board 
agreed to schedule three Owner Socials during FY19 to coincide with the three on-site 
Board meetings.  First Owner Social will be January 26th.   

14.  Real Estate Update  
a. Units sold to-date during FY18 
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b. Units currently on the market 
  Steve provided a current MLS printout for the SMC properties.  Ten units have sold:  

 C-1 (private sale), D-1, C-4, K-3, A-3, B-3, J-4, L-1, I-5, and D-3.   
 Two are currently pending: F-2, and I-6.  Three are currently active:  A-4, B-2, and I-4. 

15. Newsletter topics (Goal is to send out around the end of the month) 
a. Strategic Plan update 
b. Patio chair fabric replacement (AL 227) 
c. AOM update 
d. Towing of cars (AL 226) 
e. Rules and Regs update?  Not yet 
f. New Owner Welcome Letter (AL 247) 
g. Real Estate Update 
h. Anything else:  In addition to the above, add driveway lighting dimmed, new aspens 
planted, 10 mph speed limit, realtor page. 

16. Dates for Board Meetings through to end January 2019 
Telecons scheduled for October 30 and December 5 at 5 pm MST.  On-site Board 
meeting January 26th 2-5 pm, followed by Owner Social Hour (at 6pm). 

17. Provisional Date for HOA Meeting 2019:  August 24.  Board meeting: 8/23. 
18. Any Other Business 

 New signature cards will be circulated by MMM for Alpine Bank. 
Disabled spaces – MMM agreed to check with the town on the number of 
spaces SMC is legally obliged to provide. 

 
Next meeting date October 30, 4 pm MST or MDT. 


